
HOUSING INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENT HOUSING
1. Fire instructions
All tenants are obliged to read and make sure they understand the fire instructions for their residence. 
The fire instructions can be found in the shared kitchen/in the apartment.

2. Overnight visitors
If everyone sharing the residence gives their permission, tenants are allowed to have visitors staying 
overnight for up to  one week. The tenant must be present and can not leave town for the duration of 
the visit.

3. Mounting pictures and other items on walls
The tenant is not allowed to make holes in walls, ceiling, floor, doors or moulding, cf. § 9-3 of the  
tenancy agreement. Mounting of pictures or other items on the wall is only allowed where picture rails 
have been installed.

4. Ventilation/Airing/Proper heating
a. The tenant must see to it that window frame air valves and other ventilation outlets are open, to 
secure the necessary aeration of the residence and avoid humidity damage. 
b. The tenant must avoid hanging clothes to dry indoors, as this can cause the formation of mould and 
humidity and lead to a poor indoor climate. Tenants are encouraged to dry clothes using the tumble 
driers in SiT Bolig’s laundries. These tumble driers can be used free of charge.
c. The tenant is obliged to keep the residence properly heated at all times, to avoid frost damage.
d. Costs for renovation following mould, humidity or frost damage will be charged to the tenant, 
cf. § 16-1 of the tenancy agreement.

5. Quiet time
The residence and the premises of the student village or housing must be quiet after 11 p.m. from  
Sunday to Thursday, and from 12 midnight on Friday and Saturday. An exception from these times is 
made for Parkbygget student housing, since the restaurant business on the ground floor has the right 
and duty to carry out their business during the same hours as other businesses at Nedre Elvehavn.

6. Cleaning
Tenants are responsible for the cleaning and the keeping in order of of their apartments/rooms and 
common areas such as shared kitchens and shared bathrooms. Tenants living in shared 
accomodations are encouraged to follow the house rules ”Slik vil vi ha det,” which can be found in the 
kitchen. If one or more tenants do not parttake actively to keep the residence clean and in good order, 
tenants are encouraged to notify SiT via the «Report defect» function found at “My housing page”  
(https://www.boligtorget.no/sit/logon).

7. Use of staircases/corridors/basement areas
a. Staircases, corridors and basement areas are all part of the escape route in case of fire. All tenants 
are obliged to keep the floors, ceilings and walls of these areas tidy and free of items.
b. Bicycles, shoes, clothing and other loose items should never be stored or kept in staircases,  
corridors or basement areas.
c. Trash should never be stored in staircases, corridors or basement areas.



d. Tenants are obliged to keep all belongings inside their own residence or storage room.
e. Items stored outside designated areas in staircases, corridors or basement areas will be removed 
and thrown away without prior notice.

8. Storing bicycles, baby carriages, etc.
Tenants are obliged to store bicycles and/or baby carriages in designated storage rooms or areas only. 
Bicycles that are not labeled with a valid bicycle sticker for the current or coming academic year, will 
be removed. Bicycle stickers can be collected from SiT Bolig’s reception.

9. Storing of motorized vehicles 
It is strictly forbidden to store motorized vehcles inside a SiT owned building, with the exception of 
parking basements. Vehicles stored in such a manner without the appropriate permission will be 
removed without prior warning.

10. Installation of private washing machine or dish washer
a. Tenants are not allowed to install private washing machines in shared accommodations or studio 
apartments.
b. Washing machines can be installed in couples or family apartments only if adjustments have been 
made to accommodate this.
c. For installation of dish washers in couples or family apartments, the tenant must contact SiT Bolig 
via the «Report defect» function found at “My housing page” (https://www.boligtorget.no/sit/logon).

11. Use of the Internet via the residence’s network socket
SiT’s residences (with the exception of Jakobslivegen 55 and Klostergata 20) are connected to NTNU’s 
er knyttet opp mot NTNUs data network. Tenants are responsible for any and all use of the Internet via 
their residence’s network socket or the tenant’s wireless network. By signing the tenancy agreement, 
all tenants have confirmed that they are familiar with NTNU’s IT-regulations.

12. Light sources
Tenants should not change the light themselves on any light source provided by SiT Bolig. Whenever a 
light needs to be changed, the tenant should notify SiT Bolig via the «Report defect» function found at 
“My housing page” (https://www.boligtorget.no/sit/logon).

CONSEQUENCES OF BREACHING THE HOUSING INSTRUCTIONS:

Any costs to SiT Bolig arising from a breach of the housing instructions will be charged to the tenant, 
cf. § 16-1 the tenancy agreement.
Breaches to the housing instructions can result in a written warning, or the termination or, in very 
serious cases, cancellation of the tenancy agreement. cf. §§ 16-3 and 16-4 of the tenancy agreement.   
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